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PERSONAL BACKGROUND 
AND PLANS FOR OUR DAY OF RECOLLECTION 

 
My cultural background is of a third generation Chinese American who grew up in San 

Francisco attending public schools throughout my education.  I completed my undergraduate 
education at University of California, Davis, majoring in biology, and went on to complete my 
doctorate in Biology at University of California, Riverside.  I received a National Science 
Foundation Fellowship and did research at Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts.   I 
worked as a tenured Associate Professor of Plant Physiology at Texas A&M University (1978 – 
1989).   

 
I began religious life as a Franciscan Friar in 1990.  During my time in simple vows, I 

taught biology at various local Catholic colleges, e.g. Univ Portland, Gonzaga University and in 
the summers at Our Lady of Angels Seminary, Novaliches, Philippines.  After making solemn 
vows I served in many different assignments in our Province of St Barbara, Justice and Peace 
Coordinator, Vocations Director, Definitor.  In 2006 I was ordained priest and served in various 
parishes of our province.  My last assignment was as pastor at St Boniface Church, San 
Francisco.   

 
In retrospect I now realize that in my learning how to teach introductory plant physiology 

to non-majors, who usually wanted to be chemical salesmen after graduation as well as 
advanced courses to the majors, who wanted to run their family farms would be an ideal 
preparation for preaching from a pulpit!  Having over 10 years of college level teaching prepared 
me in the technical aspects of public speaking which has been a great gift in my preaching in a 
parish setting where there is as wide a range of enthusiastic as well as uninterested persons in 
the pews.  

  
So, I bring my gifts of an analytical mind, and more practical abilities to convey complex 

ideas and concepts to interested and uninterested audiences.  Little did I realize these would be 
strong gifts to have as a preacher!   I brought these gifts to my present assignment in retirement 
and in residence at the St Elizabeth Friary in Oakland.    

In retirement my only liturgical commitment is to offer masses for the Chinese Catholic 
Community of St Leander Parish, San Leandro.   

 
My plan for this day of recollection will be to review the different ways of praying which 

are presented in the bible.  I will be sharing with you a meditation booklet I created using the 7 
bible verses in calligraphy which you will use during your private time in reflection.   

After we cover the 7 different ways of praying, we will take time for quiet reflection on 
these different prayer styles and meet in small groups to share our insights of how Saint Francis 
gave us examples of prayer in his life.  We will then regather to have a final wrap up and consider 
what the ‘take home’ message might be for us from our Franciscan time together!   

 
I look forward to spending this time with Secular Franciscans of the region! 

 


